ture, direction, and width of the carved strokes typical of contemporaneous intricate jade decoration. In order to produce the observed Archimedes' spirals, the device used to draft or directly carve these grooves must have had precisely linked rotational and linear motion. One possible reconstruction using technology known to have existed in 550 B.C. is shown in Fig. 1C . Although a simpler device, such as a string tethered to a spool, will trace out a spiral when unwound under tension, the spirals it generates are of a different mathematical form that does not match the real carved grooves.
Simple machines using only one form of motion, such as a potter's wheel, were in use well before the Spring and Autumn period; by contrast, the first historical references to compound machines precisely interconverting different forms of motion do not occur until writings attributed to Hero of Alexandria (c. 1st century A.D.) and possibly Plutarch's (45 to 125 A.D.) account of Archimedes (11) . The Xiasi jade ring thus gives physical evidence for such machines at least three centuries earlier, implying greater mechanical sophistication than has previously been assumed for ancient China's Spring and Autumn period. The complex machine that created these spiral jade grooves may also be among the ancestors of the crank in China, inferred from Han dynasty (206 B.C. to 220 A.D.) sculptures to have mechanized a variety of agricultural processes such as milling and winnowing (12, 13 
